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Receiving the
Footlocker
Thank you for your interest in the MacArthur Memorial
World War II Traveling Footlocker Education Program.
Please go through this Teacher Manual before using the
Footlocker. The Manual lists guidelines, fact sheets about
each World War II artifact, and suggestions about how to use
these artifacts in the classroom.

What are Artifacts?
Artifacts:
är'ti·fact, n. [L. art (artis), art and factus, pp. of
facere, to make.]
1. something produced by human work.
Artifacts are items made or modified by humans. As part of
the material culture of a particular time period, artifacts help
piece together the story of the past.
Things like cell phones, car keys, water bottles, and flip flops
are examples of material culture today. While some of these
items may seem trivial or commonplace, hundreds of years
from now these items will provide historians and
archaeologists with valuable insights into our lives.
By analyzing the artifacts of World War II, students can better
piece together what life was like in that time period.

Why Artifacts?
Students and Artifacts:
Working with artifacts encourages students to:
1. identify and interpret primary source materials to
increase understanding of events and times
2. make connections between past and present
3. evaluate and discuss issues orally and in writing
4. formulate historical questions and defend findings
based on inquiry and interpretation
5. identify the costs and benefits of specific choices
made, and how people and nations respond to positive
and negative incentives
6. develop a personal connection with history!
SOL Fulfillment:
 K.2
 1.1
 3.11c, d;
 VS.1a, c, d, e, g, h
 USII.1a, b, d, e, h, i; USII.7
 WHII.1a, b; WHII.12a, b
 VUS.1a, b, c, e, h, i; VUS.11, VUS.12

Guidelines
Students should never handle
Artifacts without Teacher Supervision

Handling Artifacts:
The artifacts contained in this footlocker grow more and more
irreplaceable each day. Some artifacts are more fragile than
others – but ALL of the artifacts should be treated with great
care and respect. Handling artifacts is a big responsibility, but
it can be done safely and can be a very rewarding experience.
These basic rules apply:


Cotton gloves MUST be worn when handling artifacts. Museum
curators use cotton gloves to work with artifacts because the
natural oil produced by human skin can damage artifacts. As
“curators,” students should also wear cotton gloves. This will
not only protect the artifacts, but instill in the students a sense
of the value of these historical items. (30 pairs of cotton gloves
are included in the footlocker and may be reused.)

 Artifacts should be held in both hands or should be placed

securely on a flat surface. Special care should be taken when
removing the artifacts from the footlocker, passing the artifacts
around, or replacing the artifacts in the footlocker.

 Students are encouraged to “investigate” or “read” the artifacts:

i.e. open mess kits, gently open magazines, etc. However, items
that are sealed should not be opened! These items are identified
in the information binder with this logo

 Students should never handle artifacts without teacher
supervision.

 Please record any damage to the artifacts on the Artifact Return
Inventory Form located in the front pocket of this binder.

CLASSROOM USE
When museum curators come into contact with an artifact the first thing
they do is identify what the item is, who made it, what it was made of,
why it was made, and what it was used for. Once they determine the
answers to as many of these questions as possible, they use this
information to make inferences about the people, times, and places
related to the artifact.
As “curators,” students should combine sight, smell, and touch, with
their personal knowledge and experience to “read” the artifacts.

Recommended Procedure
1. Define artifact for students. Discuss why artifacts are important
and what kind of jobs involve working with artifacts. Explain that
they will be serving as “curators” for the day and will be exploring
World War II artifacts.
2. Review Handling Artifacts Guidelines and pass out gloves if
students will be handling the artifacts. Be sure that students
understand all guidelines and understand the value of the items
they will come into contact with.
3. Based on the judgment of the teacher, there are different ways to
proceed:
a. If it is not appropriate to allow the students to handle the
artifacts, the teacher can handle them, showing each item to
the class in turn.
b. A teacher may call up students one at a time to handle and
examine one artifact each. Each student can “read” the
artifact for the class.
c. Students can be divided into small groups. Give each group
an artifact (or artifacts) and have them make a report to the
class on the artifact.
d. Set up artifact stations around the classroom. Have
students visit each station in groups or individually.
Students should “read” each artifact or answer questions
about the item.
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M-1 Helmet
Mess Kit
M-1942 Canteen
Sunburn Preventative Cream
Personal Effects Bag
Identification Tags
Insect Repellent
Carlisle Kit and Pouch (Two Items)
Message Book M-210-A
Toilet Paper
War Ration Book 4
OPA Tokens (4 Red, 4 Blue)
Rainbow Reveille, 42nd Division Newspaper
Victory Postage Stamp
American Defense Service Medal
Asiatic Pacific Campaign Medal
World War II Victory Medal
World War II Occupation Medals (3 Items)
Steel Penny (4 steel pennies, 1 new penny, 1 magnet)
Civilian Gas Mask
Sandbag
Army Patches (4 Items)
Cloth Survival Map
United Press Wire
“Ike” Jacket (1 Jacket, 1 Insignia Guide in pocket)
World War II era photographs (2 Items)
Occupation Currency (4 Items)
Life Magazines (2 Items)
V-Mail (2 Items)
“Cricket”
US Army Rank Insignia (3 items, 1 Insignia guide)
Goggles
Dog Tags
WWII Milk Bottle Cap
M1941 “Jeep Cap”
WAC Insignia Pin
U.S. Navy “Donald Duck” Hat
Parachutist Badge
Jika-tabi Shoes
Pre-WWII and WWII German Coins (4 coins)
1944 School Yearbook
M-1936 Musette Bag

World War II
Artifact Analysis
1. What type of material is the item made of?

2. Is there any writing on the item?

3. Who made the item?

4. What is the item? What was it used for?

5. Who used this item? Soldiers? Civilians?

6. Where was it used? Battlefield? Homefront?

7. Do we have or use anything similar today?

8. What does this item tell you about people’s lives during
World War II?

Returning the
Footlocker
Pick up for this World War II Traveling Footlocker was
scheduled at the time of reservation and reconfirmed upon
delivery. Please have the Footlocker ready for pick up on the
agreed upon date and time.
Contact Amanda Williams at 757.441.2965 or
amanda.williams@norfolk.gov with any questions or concerns.

Checklist
□ Fill out the Artifact Inventory Return Form and place it
in the front pocket of the Teacher Manual binder.
□ Put all artifacts back in their protective sleeves and
place them in the footlocker.
□ Put gloves back in the plastic baggie and place them in
the footlocker
□ Secure footlocker with combination lock.
□ Fill out an on-line Evaluation Form:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/WT3SDRD

World War II Traveling Footlocker
Artifact Dossier
Artifact: M1 Helmet
Country: U.S.A
Date: 1941-1985
Description:
The M1 Helmet became the standard helmet of the
U.S. Military in 1941. It replaced the M1917
“doughboy” helmet of World War I, and went on to
become one of the iconic symbols of the American G.I.
in World War II. From 1941-1945, 22 million M1
helmets were produced by workers on the Homefront.
The M1 remained in service for over four decades, and
as a result, many World War II helmets were reused in
the Korean War and the Vietnam War.
The M-1 Helmet is made up of two different layers.
The steel outer layer of helmet was called a “steel pot” and provided the greatest
protection. A hard inner shell rested inside the “steel pot” and allowed the
soldier to adjust the fit of the helmet. This inner shell also protected the
soldier’s head from the “steel pot.”
Besides protecting a soldier’s head, the M1 also served a variety of other
“unofficial roles.” When separated from the inner liner, the “steel pot” could be
used as a bucket, a seat, a sink, a shovel, a toilet, or a cooking pot.

Thinking Further:


What role did the Homefront play in helping soldiers on the
battlefield?



Why do you think the M1 Helmet has become a symbol of World
War II and freedom?



How have military helmets evolved since the M1 Helmet?

World War II Traveling Footlocker
Artifact Dossier
Artifact: Mess Kit
Country: U.S.A
Date: 1945
Description:
Designed to be functional but compact, a mess
kit was an essential part of every soldier’s life.
Made of stainless steel, millions of mess kits were
made during the war by workers on the
Homefront.
Mess kits were primarily used for receiving and
eating food. When it was time to eat in a military
camp or base, soldiers would line up, open up
their mess kits, and file through a mess tent or
mess hall where food would be spooned into their
mess kit. In the field and in combat situations,
soldiers were given packages of food rations.
These rations required little preparation and
could be easily prepared in a mess kit.

Thinking Further:


What role did the Homefront play in helping soldiers on the
battlefield?



During World War II, millions of men and women left civilian jobs
and joined the military. Military life was often very different from
civilian life. How did a mess kit represent this difference?



Napoleon said that an army marches on its stomach. What do you
think this means?

World War II Traveling Footlocker
Artifact Dossier
Artifact: M-1942 Canteen
Country: U.S.A
Date: 1945
Description:
While it may not seem as important as weapons or
ammunition, water has always been an incredibly
important part of maintaining an effective military.
Just as hydration is important for athletes, so too is it
important for military troops. Nevertheless, making
sure that soldiers have water in the middle of a battle
or while on the march can often be a difficult task.
The canteen solved this problem by serving as a “water
bottle” for soldiers. A one quart canteen was issued to
each solider as part of their basic gear during World War II.
The two most common canteens of the World War II period were the M1942 and
the M1910. The M1942 canteen has a horizontal seam and a black plastic cap.
The M1910 has a vertical seam up the sides and a black plastic cap. Unlike the
aluminum M1910, many M1942 canteens were made of stainless steel because
aluminum was needed to build airplanes for the war effort. As metal became
more and more vital to wartime production on the Homefront, there were also
short experiments with porcelain-enamel canteens and plastic canteens.

Thinking Further:


How did the Homefront help soldiers on the battlefield?



This canteen is dated 1918. Why might this canteen be a World
War II (1941-1945) artifact?



A full canteen weighted approximately 2 lbs. Combined with all
the other gear a soldier carried into the field, the standard soldier’s
pack could weigh anywhere from 30lbs to 90lbs. How does your
backpack compare?

World War II Traveling Footlocker
Artifact Dossier
Artifact: Sunburn Preventative Cream
Country: U.S.A
Date: 1941-1945
Description:
World War II was a global war – with troops in
North Africa, the Middle East, Europe, Asia,
Islands in the Pacific, as well as thousands of naval
vessels operating in the world’s oceans.
Different theaters of war required specific gear. In
cold areas, troops were issued cold-weather gear
such as jackets and gloves. In tropical areas,
troops were usually issued light weight clothing
and items like mosquito nets. Although these items made life more bearable for
the soldiers, their main purpose was to ensure the soldiers efficiency and ability
to perform their duties.
As the name suggests, sunburn preventative cream was used by soldiers to help
prevent sunburns. Occasionally, some troops operating heavy artillery used
sunburn cream to protect themselves from the flash burn of a large gun.
Sunburn cream in World War II not as effective as sunscreen today, but it did
provide some relief for troops in the field and it helped pave the way for
advances in the manufacture and effectiveness of sunscreen today.

Thinking Further:


What can you infer about the daily activity of soldiers based on the
production of Sunburn Preventative Cream?



Why was the use of Sunburn Preventative Cream so widespread in
the Pacific Theater?



Do you think that World War II provided scientists with a way to
better improve sunscreen? Have other products or technologies
used by the military also benefited civilians?

World War II Traveling Footlocker
Artifact Dossier
Artifact: Personal Effects Bag
Country: U.S.A
Date: c.1941
Description:
Approximately 416,800 U.S. troops died during
World War II. Most Americans knew a neighbor,
co-worker, family member, friend, or classmate
who died in the war.
When a soldier died on the battlefield or in a
hospital, all of his personal non-military issue
belongings were collected and placed in a Personal
Effects Bag. A member of a Graves Registration
Unit or a hospital worker would fill out the form
on the front of the Personal Effects bag and seal it.
The bag would then be sent back to the United
States and delivered to the soldier’s family.
Personal Effects Bags commonly contained items like wedding rings, letters
from home, baseball cards, watches, and photographs of loved ones.

Thinking Further:


How do you think family members reacted to receiving Personal
Effects Bags?



Many Personal Effects Bags were filled with things like
photographs, wedding rings, letters, glasses, baseball cards, and
watches. Going into combat, soldiers were instructed to only carry
what they needed. Why do you think they might have brought
some of these items with them into combat?



During World War II, many American soldiers were buried in
cemeteries overseas. Is this the case today? Why or why not?

World War II Traveling Footlocker
Artifact Dossier
Artifact: Identification Tag
Country: U.S.A
Date: c.1940s
Description:
In military terms, casualties are defined as
people lost through death, wounds, illness,
internment, capture, or those missing in
action. High numbers of casualties weaken
the strength and capabilities of a military
unit. By keeping track of casualties,
military planners can better direct available
manpower and plan operations.
During World War II, it took an incredible amount of organization to ensure
that millions of war casualties were well documented. Identification Tags
helped streamline this process by making documentation as complete as
possible – even on the battlefield. Besides helping military planners,
Identification Tags also helped hospitals provide efficient, effective care, and
ensured that that people on the Homefront were given accurate information
about the condition of their family members.

Thinking Further:


How do you think Identification Tags were attached to casualties?



Why do you think Identification Tags identify the religion of the
casualty?



The Identification Tags list “Morphine” and a “Tourniquet” as
treatments. What does this say about the extent of medical care
on the battlefield?



Some soldiers were conscious when being treated and could
provide medics with the information listed on the Identification
Tags. If the soldier was not conscious, what other sources of
identification could medics use to obtain relevant information?

World War II Traveling Footlocker
Artifact Dossier
Artifact: Insect Repellent
Country: U.S.A
Date: c.1940s
Description:
As the military grew in size, the demand for basic items like clothing, food,
medical supplies, soap, and can openers increased exponentially. Responding
to this demand, American industries mobilized for war. In 1940, a factory
might make kitchen appliances. Due to mobilization, by 1942 the same factory
could be making anything from mess kits to tanks.
The National Carbon Company Inc. produced this
Insect Repellent. Before the war, the company was a
supplier of industrial chemicals. When the war
started, the parts of the company shifted gears to be
able to produce war materials like mosquito
repellent.
While it may seem insignificant, Insect Repellent
played an important role in keeping soldiers healthy.
In tropical environments, malaria was an ever
present threat. In combination with mosquito nets,
mosquito repellent helped to protect soldiers from
this debilitating illness.

Thinking Further:


Millions of bottles of insect repellent were produced during World
War II. What does this say about the conditions in which many
soldiers were fighting?



Unemployment fell from 14.6% in 1940 to 1.2 % in 1944. What
did mobilization mean for American workers on the Homefront?



Why do historians call the Homefront an important “battlefield”
when it was often thousands of miles away from combat?

World War II Traveling Footlocker
Artifact Dossier
Artifact: Carlisle Kit and Pouch
Country: U.S.A
Date: c.1940s
Description:
Portable, compact medical supplies were an
important part of every soldier’s kit. The U.S.
Army’s first aid Carlisle Kit was issued to every
soldier during World War II. The Carlisle Kit
was a small rectangular tin or plastic package
that contained a sterile bandage. The kit was
opened by pulling on the tab on the side of the
package and was usually carried in a small
pouch designed to hook into a “web” belt.
“Web” belts had little holes in them so that
different gear pouches could be easily attached
to a soldier’s belt.
The Carlisle Kit was relatively “user friendly,”
and a medic or a wounded soldier could simply
open the Carlisle Kit and apply the bandage.
While “user friendly” however, the kit merely
provided basic first aid and was only meant to
stabilize a wounded soldier until more
comprehensive medical care was available.

Thinking Further:


Why do you think the Carlisle Kit was sealed?



Why do you think the Carlisle Kit had directions on the case? Who
was using these kits?



Why do you think the Carlisle Kit only contained a bandage? Why
didn’t it contain other first aid items?

World War II Traveling Footlocker
Artifact Dossier
Artifact: Message Book M-210-A
Country: U.S.A
Date: 1943
Description:
Communication was very important during World War II. At times,
communication could mean the difference between victory and defeat.
Items like the Message Book M-120-A were
designed by the Signal Corps to ensure that
communication was as efficient and as
standard as possible. Soldiers would use
these books to write messages which could
then be transmitted to another location.
Soldiers receiving messages could also use
these books to write down incoming
messages. This helped eliminate many
communication errors.
The M-120-A also contained sheets of pigeon
paper so that messages could be sent by
homing pigeon. Despite advances in
communication technologies, sometimes this
low tech solution was the most reliable.

Thinking Further:


What role did pigeons and other animals play in World War II?



In the front cover of the message book, soldiers are instructed to
burn the carbon copies of each message. Why?



How has communication technology changed since World War II?
Does better technology mean better communication? Why or why
not?

World War II Traveling Footlocker
Artifact Dossier
Artifact: Toilet Paper
Country: U.S.A
Date: 1940s
Description:
Maintaining troops in the field was a complicated
task. It required a great deal of planning to ensure
that even the most minor, seemingly insignificant
items of daily use were available to soldiers. Things
that most people take for granted like toilet paper,
soap, toothpaste, salt, and sugar all had to be
provided to soldiers around the world.
As a rule, toilet paper was distributed as part of a
soldier’s rations. Often people think of rations as
being limited to food, but during World War II each
soldier’s rations also consisted of an allotment of
cigarettes, matches, chewing gum, and soap.
For soldiers, toilet paper came in small rolls or in
packets like this. The paper was very thin, and as a
joke, people would sometimes draw figures of Adolf
Hitler, Mussolini, or Tojo on their toilet paper.

Thinking Further:


Why do you think toilet paper was distributed with a soldier’s
rations? Why did each soldier have their own packet?



What other basic necessities did the military have to provide for
service members?



How does this toilet paper compare to toilet paper today?

World War II Traveling Footlocker
Artifact Dossier
Artifact: War Ration Book 3
Country: U.S.A
Date: 1943
Description:
When the United States entered World War II in
1941, it soon became apparent that resources were
limited. With a Homefront and the battlefield to
support, something had to be done to make sure
that soldiers and civilians had enough of what they
needed to play their part in the war effort.
Rationing limited what people could buy, and
ensured that there was enough to go around.
Things like gasoline, sugar, silk, nylon, clothing,
coffee, meat, lard, butter, cheese, canned foods,
dried fruits, coal, and bicycles were rationed. Each
person was issued a War Ration Book full of
stamps. Each stamp allowed the person (or the
person’s guardian) to buy a specified amount of a rationed item.
Rationing could be very confusing, so many newspapers and magazines like
Good Housekeeping had advice columns that advised families how to best
conserve food and make rationed goods last longer.

Thinking Further:


Rationing required people to make daily sacrifices. Think about
your favorite food. Can you imagine giving it up for years?



How did rationing help the U.S. achieve victory in World War II?



During World War II, many people were very aware of the sacrifices
of the troops on the battlefield and wanted to play a role in helping
them achieve victory. How did people respond to rationing in
World War II? How would people respond to rationing today?

World War II Traveling Footlocker
Artifact Dossier
Artifact: OPA Tokens
Country: U.S.A
Date: 1944-1945
Description:
OPA Tokens were produced by the U.S. Office of
Price Administration. These cardboard fiber tokens
served as “change” for ration book stamps. Each
ration book stamp entitled a consumer to a certain
abount of a rationed material like meat or sugar. If
the consumer redeemed a ration book stamp for less
than the amount they were guaranteed, the store
clerk would refund the difference with OPA Tokens.
OPA Tokens were red or blue. Blue tokens were for
processed food items, and red tokens were for meat
and fats. Each token was worth one point towards a
rationed good.

Thinking Further:


What was the purpose of rationing items on the Homefront?



Why would consumers need “change” when buying rationed goods?



Rationing required consumers to make daily sacrifices, but few
Americans complained about rationing during World War II. Why
do you think most people were willing to make these sacrifices?

World War II Traveling Footlocker
Artifact Dossier
Artifact: Rainbow Reveille, 42nd Division Newspaper
Country: U.S.A
Date: 1944-1945
Description:
While duty on the front lines during World War II was incredibly intense, many
soldiers agreed that when not actually fighting, a soldiers worst enemy was
bordeom. To help combat this boredom and keep morale high, USO Shows
brought hollywood actors and musicians to entertain the troops, and
organizations like the Red Cross and the YMCA tried to ensure that soldiers had
access to movies and group activities. R&R (Rest & Recuperation) also allowed
soldiers to take mini “vacations” away from the battlefield.
Reading was another way to avoid
boredom – and many soliders anxiously
sought newspapers or Life magazines for
the latest sports scores or news stories.
Comic books, newspapers, and
magazines were some of the most prized
items in a package from home. Military
units like the 42nd Rainbow Division even
produced their own newspapers for
circulation among members. These
newspapers were produced for soldiers
by soldiers, and today these documents
provide insight into the daily lives of soldiers.

Thinking Further:


What are the articles in the 42nd Division’s Newspaper about?



How does Rainbow Reveille portray the enemy?



How does Rainbow Reveille portray women?



What inferences about life as a soldier in the 42nd Division can you
make based on the articles in this newspaper?

World War II Traveling Footlocker
Artifact Dossier
Artifact: Victory Postage Stamp
Country: U.S.A
Date: 1940
Description:
Patriotic slogans and images were everywhere on the Homefront during World
War II. Whether it was magazine articles telling people how to ration food, or
hollywood stars asking their fans to buy war bonds, or posters encouraging
people to enlist in the military, the war touched all aspects of peoples lives.
This postage stamp was created in October 1940. Europe was at war already,
but the United States had not yet entered the conflict. The stamp depicts an
anti-arcraft gun and features the slogan “For Defense.”
After the experience of World War I, many Americans hoped to avoid another
world war. Aware that United States would probably be drawn into the conflict
regardless, in the years before the 1941 attack on Pearl Harbor, the U.S.
government embarked on a campaign to draw the nation’s attention to the need
to develop a strong national defense. “Defense” stamps were part of this effort.

Thinking Further:


What kind of patriotic symbolism is used in this stamp?



In 1940, why do you think a slogan like “For Defense” was
popular?



In 1940, the United States was committed to “Defense.” What does
this say about how people felt about the war in Europe? Did
Americans want to be involved in World War II?



This stamp was produced in 1940, but not used until August 4,
1943. What was going on in World War II when this envelope was
mailed?

World War II Traveling Footlocker
Artifact Dossier
Artifact: American Defense Service Medal
Country: U.S.A
Date: For service from 1939-1941
Description:
The American Defense Service Medal is an American
miltary decoration that was authorized in an Executive Order by President
Roosevelt on June 28, 1941. The medal recognizes American pre-World War II
service and was given to active duty members of the military who served during
“emergencies” declared by President Roosevelt from September 9, 1939December 7, 1941.
President Roosevelt declared a “limited emergency” on
September 9, 1939 when war broke out in Europe. With
global tensions rising, Roosevelt declared U.S. neutrality,
but also alerted the U.S. military to be vigilent. A second
“permanent emergency” was declared in May 27, 1941,
ordering American citizens and the U.S. military to be
“put on the basis of readiness to repel any and all acts or
threats of aggression directed towards any part of the
Western hempisphere.”

Thinking Further:


What kind of patriotic symbolism is used in this medal?



World War II started in Europe in 1939. With tensions rising
throughout the world in response to this conflict, why do you think
President Roosevelt declared “emergencies” and ordered the U.S.
military to be vigilant?



If you joined the service on December 8, 1941, you would not be
eligible for this medal. Why? What happened on December 7,
1941?

World War II Traveling Footlocker
Artifact Dossier
Artifact: Asiatic Pacific Campaign Medal
Country: U.S.A
Date: For wartime service 1941-1945
Description:
The Asiatic Pacific Campaign Medal is an American miltary decoration that was
authorized in an Executive Order by President Roosevelt on November 6, 1942.
The medal recognizes any member of the U.S. military who served in the Pacific
Theatre from 1941-1945.
The ribbon reflects the colors of the American flag and
the Japanese flag. During the war, recipients only
received a ribbon bar. In 1947, a full medal was
authorized and the first Asiatic Pacific Campaign Medal
was given to General Douglas MacArthur.
Members of the U.S. military in the European Theatre
from 1941-1945 received the European-African-Middle
Eastern Campaign Medal.

Thinking Further:


What kind of patriotic symbolism is used in this medal?



Why do you think it was important to recognize the contributions
of members of the U.S. military with medals like this?



Campaign medals are still awarded to members of the U.S.
military. How do modern campaign medals compare to World
War II campaign medals? Are the colors and symbols on these
medals significant?

World War II Traveling Footlocker
Artifact Dossier
Artifact: World War II Victory Medal
Country: U.S.A
Date: For wartime service 1941-1946
Description:
World War II ended in Europe on May 8, 1945 with the surrender of Germany,
and in the Pacitic Theatre on September 2, 1945 with the surrender of Japan.
President Truman officially declared an end to hostilities on December 31,
1946.
The World War II Victory Medal is an American miltary decoration that was
authorized by an act of Congress in July 1945. It recognizes any member of the
U.S. military who served during World War II.
The rainbow ribbon of the World War II Victory Medal
resembles the rainbow ribbon of the World War I Victory
Medal. The medal features an image of Nike – the Greek
goddess of Victory standing on the helmet of Mars – the
Roman god of war. The text on the back of the medal
refers to President Roosevelts “Four Freedoms Speech,” in
which he proposed four freedoms that everyone in the
world should have: 1. freedom of speech, 2. freedom of
religion, 3. freedom from want, 4. freedom from fear.

Thinking Further:


Why do you think Nike is shown standing on the helmet of Mars
and holding a broken sword? Can you think of similar images?



Why do you think Congress authorized a “Victory Medal” before the
war was officially over? What does this say about people’s feelings
about the war in the summer of 1945?



Compare Roosevelt’s “Four Freedoms Speech” to what you know
about totalitarianism and Nazi ideology. Why do you think that
many people consider World War II a moral victory?

World War II Traveling Footlocker
Artifact Dossier
Artifact: World War II Occupation Medals
Country: U.S.A
Date: Service 1945-1990
Description:
When World War II ended, many American soldiers stayed in Germany and
Japan as part of an occupation force. After years of war, the defeated nations
were utterly devasted. Occupation forces were in charge of keeping order,
holding war crimes trials, and ensuring that the defeated nations layed down
their arms.
World War II Occupation Medals were awarded to members of the U.S. military
who participated in the Occupation of Japan or Germany. The Army of
Occupation Medal given to members of the U.S. Army and Air Force. A Navy
Occupation Service Medal was also established and was awarded to members of
the U.S. Navy, Marine Corps, and Coast Guard. The Occupation of Japan
ended in 1951, but members of the U.S. military in Germany continued to
receive these medals for service in West Berlin until 1990 when Germany was
reunited.

Thinking Further:


In the U.S. military, there were strict rules concerning the behavior
of Occupation forces. Why do you think Occupation forces were
considered “ambassadors?”



America and Japan were enemies during World War II. What is
their relationship today? Do you think the Occupation had
anything to do with this?



World War I was a war that did not “win the peace.” Even though
World War I resulted in an Allied victory, it merely set the stage for
World War II. Did World War II “win the peace?”

World War II Traveling Footlocker
Artifact Dossier
Artifact: Steel Penny
Country: U.S.A
Date: 1943
Description:
Prior to 1943, pennies were made of copper. During World War II, there was a
shortage of copper because it was needed to make ammunition and other war
materials. To solve this problem, the U.S. Treasury Department decided to mint
pennies out of steel.
The “steelies” were only in mass circulation until 1944 when it became clear
that the supply of copper was adequate. The “steelies” were never very popular,
and were soon replaced by pennies made of a mix of copper and brass from
spent shell casings.
To date, the “steelie” is the only coin minted by the U.S. Treasury Department
that can be picked up by a magnet.

Thinking Further:


How does the “steelie” compare to pennies today?



What other materials were rationed during World War II? How did
this aid the war effort?

World War II Traveling Footlocker
Artifact Dossier
Artifact: Gas Mask
Country: U.S.A
Date: 1940s
Description:
After the surprise at Pearl Harbor, Americans felt vulnerable. In the first years
of the war, the enemy seemed to have the ability to strike anywhere. In some
respects, this fear was grounded in reality. German submarines did prowl off
the east coast of the United States, and in addition to releasing thousands of
balloon bombs into the atmosphere along the west coast, Japan also attacked
an oil refinery on the coast of California.
Even though laws banning chemical weapons
had been enacted after World War I, the
weapons still existed and the Japanese had
used them against the Chinese in the 1930s.
Responding to fears that these weapons would
be used against Americans, the U.S.
government produced civilian gas masks.
During the early years of the war, it was not
uncommon for familes on the east and west
coast to have bombshelters in their backards
or to carry gas masks with them as they went about their daily lives.

Thinking Further:


Can you imagine carrying a gas mask with you to school? To the
mall? To a friends house? Would you get used to it or would it be
a constant reminder of the war?



Looking back, it can seem kind of funny to think of civilians
walking around with gas masks. What does the production of gas
masks say about people during the early years of the war? Did
they think the threat was real?

World War II Traveling Footlocker
Artifact Dossier
Artifact: Sandbag
Country: U.S.A
Date: 1940s-Present
Description:
During World War II, sandbags were burlap
sacks that were filled with sand or soil, tied
shut, and then stacked together to make a sort
of protective barrier or fortification. Soldiers
used sandbags for protection, and some even
stacked sandbags on tanks for added
protection.
Sandbags were also used on the Homefront. In
Europe, sandbags were used to construct bomb
shelters and to protect civilians and structures
from bombs, bullets, and shrapnel. While
people on the American Homefront ultimately
didn’t face these same challenges, as a precaution sandbags were still used
throughout the U.S. to construct bomb shelters and protect buildings from
attack.

Thinking Further:


What other items were used on both the Homefront and on the
battlefield?



Do you think sandbags offered much protection from bullets?
Grenades? Bombs?



Does the military still use sandbags today?

World War II Traveling Footlocker
Artifact Dossier
Artifact: Army Patches
Country: U.S.A
Date: WWII to Present

th
2nd Army Patch 6 Army Patch

8 th Army Patch

23rd Infantry
Division

Description:
The military uses patches to identify different units. Because patches are so
closely identified with each particular unit, they are a great source of pride for
soldiers.
A patch’s design is usually something meaningful to that particular unit. For
instance, the 26th Division was composed of soldiers from states in New
England, and it became known as the “Yankee Division” – its shoulder patch
features “YD” for “Yankee Division.” Others represent the geographic area
where the unit was formed – for instance, the 77th Division was composed
mainly of men from New York City and New Jersey, thus its insignia is the
Statue of Liberty. Other designs may be a symbolic representation of the unit’s
numeric designation. For instance, the XI Corps patch is a pair of dice, one
displaying 5 dots, the other 6 dots.

Thinking Further:


Research the 2nd Army, 6th Army, 8th Army, and the 23rd Infantry
Division (also known as the Americal Division). Where did they
fight during World War II?



What symbols or colors identify your favorite sports team? Your
school mascot? What does this symbol say about your favorite
team or school?

World War II Traveling Footlocker
Artifact Dossier
Artifact: Cloth Survival Map
Country: U.S.A
DATE: 1943
Description:
During World War II, the United States and Great Britain produced more than
3.5 million cloth survival maps. In the United States, the Army Air Force and
the Navy produced these lightweight, durable maps to help pilots and other
service members in the event that their plane crashed, was lost, or was shot
down by the enemy. These cloth maps could be folded up and placed in a
pilot’s pockets or even sewn into a pilots clothing.
Cloth survival maps are often called “Silk Survival Maps,” but they were
actually made of acetate rayon – a material that is just as lightweight as silk,
but stronger and more durable.
The North and South Celebes in the South West Pacific Area are shown on this
cloth survival map. Approximately 35,000 copies of this map were produced
before the war ended in 1945.

Thinking Further:


Where are the North and South Celebes located? Why might these
areas be important to World War II service members?



Each cloth map is only a partial map of a specific area. Why would
a pilot flying a mission only receive a partial map? Why wouldn’t
they need a map of the world?



What kind of skills do you need to read this map?



Examine the legend of the map. Are any of the symbols familiar?
Are they still in use today?

World War II Traveling Footlocker
Artifact Dossier
Artifact: United Press Wires
Country: U.S.A
DATE: 1944
Description:
The United Press was created in 1907 and it competed with other wire services
like the Associated Press (AP) and Reuters. Wire services provided news
material to newspapers and radio stations around the world. This material
included wire news articles, photographs, audio, and film footage.
During World War II, wire services provided news to the battlefield and to the
Homefront. In the days before television, smart phones, and twitter, press
wires contained the most recent news about the war, about politics, sports, and
entertainment back home.

Thinking Further:


Read through some of the news stories. Does any of it remind you
of news today? Are all of the articles about war?



With online news, social networking sites, and cell phones, many
people all over the world have access to instant news. Was this
possible during World War II?



During the war, nations like Japan and Germany often withheld
news from their citizens and troops. Why do you think they did
this?

World War II Traveling Footlocker
Artifact Dossier
Artifact: “Ike” Jacket
Country: U.S.A
DATE: 1944
Description:
Popularized by General Dwight D. Eisenhower, the “Ike”
jacket was a multipurpose service jacket adopted by the
Army in 1943. Made of wool, the “Ike” Jacket reached a
soldier’s waist. Although it had no American precedent,
the “Ike” Jacket was somewhat similar to British service
jackets.
Prior to the “Ike” Jacket, other American service coats
could be used for desk duty or for parade, but were not
very functional on the battlefield. In contrast, the “Ike”
Jacket was created to be functional on and off the
battlefield. These service jackets were issued to troops in
the Europe and the Middle East.

Thinking Further:


Why do you think soldiers in the Pacific Theatre were not issued
wool “Ike” Jackets?



Fashion is often related to function. How do you think the shorter
“Ike” Jacket helped soldiers be more efficient?



Using the guide provided in the front pocket of the “Ike” Jacket,
determine the rank of the service member who wore this jacket.
What can you find out about the other patches on the jacket?

World War II Traveling Footlocker
Artifact Dossier
Artifact: World War II Photographs
Country: U.S.A
DATE: 1941-1945
Description:
World War II marked the first major war in which photography was a big part of
not only the battlefield but also of the private lives of service members. Due to
improved technology, by the 1940s, cameras were more portable and easier to
use. As a result, World War II is well documented in terms of photographs.
Candid photographs of soldiers in combat, at rest, at play, or just simply
“hanging out” can tell historians a great deal about life as a soldier during
World War II.
These two photographs were taken by a soldier. They were not official
government photographs, but rather personal photographs of friends or people
the soldier had met.

Thinking Further:


Based on the photographs, what evidence do you have that these
people are in the military?



What are the people in these photographs doing?



Why do you think photographs like these were taken? Do you
think they were sent to family members? Friends?



Why do you think service members liked to document their lives?

World War II Traveling Footlocker
Artifact Dossier
Artifact: Occupation Currency
Country: Japan
DATE: 1940s
Description:
During World War II, the Japanese military
invaded and occupied many different countries in
the Pacific Theatre. When the Japanese invaded,
they confiscated all money and replaced it with
currency they had printed. This happened in the
Philippines, the Dutch East Indies (Indonesia),
Burma (Myanmar), Malaya (Malaysia), and some
smaller territories and islands in Oceana.
Interestingly, the new money that the Japanese issued was often relatively
similar in design to money that many of the people in occupied areas were
already used to using. This was intentional. Even though each bill makes it
clear that the Japanese Government is in charge, by keeping the currency
familiar to people, it encouraged people to continue using the currency and to
view the Japanese Government as the legitimate government of the occupied
territory. People who objected to Japanese rule would sometimes alter this
occupation currency and the Allied Powers even printed counterfeit Japanese
occupation currency featuring Allied propaganda messages.

Thinking Further:


What kind of imagery is featured on each bill?



Why do you think the Japanese issued occupation currency? Do
you think they intended to stay in occupied areas or do you think
they planned to leave?



Think about the American $1 bill. How recognizable is it? What
do you think of when you see it?

World War II Traveling Footlocker
Artifact Dossier
Artifact: Life Magazines
Country: U.S.A
DATE: 1944
Description:
During World War II, most people got their daily news from newspapers or from
the radio. Magazines were also major sources of news. Reaching approximately
13.5 million Americans a week during the 1940s, Life magazine was particularly
popular because it featured photojournalism. This style of journalism provided
Americans with a powerful visual source of information about the war.
Due to wartime censorship, the U.S. Government made the final decision about
what photographs appeared in the press. Aware of the power of images, the
U.S. Government wanted to make sure that the public saw images that
promoted the Allied cause. Negative images that would have discouraged
people on the Homefront were not published.

Thinking Further:


How does this magazine compare to magazines today?



What do these magazines say about life during World War II? Was
the war a big part of everyday life?



What is censorship?



Based on the articles and advertisements inside the magazine, who
do you think read Life?



How much was a single issue of Life Magazine? A yearly
subscription? If possible, find a currency converter that will
account for inflation and determine what this magazine would have
cost in terms of our money today.



How do most people get the news today?

World War II Traveling Footlocker
Artifact Dossier
Artifact: V-Mail
Country: U.S.A
DATE: 1944
Description:
Communicating with family and friends at home has always been important to
soldiers. During World War II there were millions of men and women in the
military, and they sent millions and millions of letters home. To deal with this
massive amount of mail, a new postal system was devised by the military.
V-Mail – short for “Victory Mail” – was a mail process put in place by the
military in 1942. Members of the military would write a letter on a sheet of VMail stationary. This paper letter would then be sent to military mail censors to
edit out any sensitive or top secret information. After this process, the letter
would be photographed. Thousands of letters would be photographed using a
roll of microfilm. The roll of microfilm would then be shipped to the United
States and the tiny thumbnail sized negatives of each letter would be blown up
and developed. These “photographs” of letters were then delivered to the
intended recipients.
The use of V-Mail ultimately aided the war effort because the United States did
not have to transport millions of paper letters – which meant more space to
transport valuable war supplies.

Thinking Further:


These V-Mail messages were sent by a sailor during World War II.
Who did he send these messages to? What does he say?



What do you know about the sailor based on his V-Mail messages?



What is censorship? Why do you think the military censored the
letters of the men and women in the armed forces during World
War II?



How do members of the military communicate with their family
and friends today?

World War II Traveling Footlocker
Artifact Dossier
Artifact: “Cricket”
Country: England/U.S.A
DATE: 1944
Description:
The ability to identify and communicate with fellow soldiers is absolutely vital to
the success of any mission. During World War II, parachuting into enemy
territory often meant that groups of soldiers ended up separated from each
other. Lacking modern technology like GPS and smart phones, soldiers needed
a way to communicate and identify each other as they tried to link up with each
other that did not attract enemy attention. Small metal clickers, nicknamed
“Crickets” were one of the tools devised to accomplish this
“Crickets” were used by Allied paratroopers as a way of covertly identifying
friend from foe. In the dark or from a place of concealment, while searching for
his fellow soldiers, a soldier would click once and then wait for a response. If
he heard two clicks in response, the soldier would then know that he was close
to a fellow soldier. If heard no clicks in response, it was likely that the enemy
was nearby and the soldier would then use extreme caution to avoid being
killed or captured.
Operation Overlord (D-Day) was one of the most famous operations during the
war in which “Crickets” were used.

Thinking Further:


Why do you think these devices were nicknamed “Crickets?”



The “Cricket” in this collection is a reproduction of the “Crickets”
used by paratroopers on D-Day. Some soldiers complained that
the “Cricket” was too loud. What do you think? Do you think the
“Cricket” was an effective tool for soldiers?



Many “Crickets” were made in England. What kind of relationship
did the United States have with England during the war?

World War II Traveling Footlocker
Artifact Dossier
Artifact: US Army Rank Insignia
Country: U.S.A
DATE: 1940s
Description:
Like any other organization, the U.S. Army is hierarchical. Leaders in the
military hold higher rank than their subordinates. But with higher rank comes
more responsibility for people, equipment, and the success of any mission. In
turn, subordinates are expected to carry out the orders of their leaders.
Because rank is so important to leadership and the day to day running of the
U.S. Army, rank insignia is attached to uniforms. This insignia identifies
whether the soldier is an Officer or Enlisted. Officers are the primary leaders in
the U.S. Army, but Enlisted soldiers also have leadership roles to play. From
the top rank of General down to the lowest Enlisted rank of Private, each soldier
has special responsibilities. In a practical sense, the system of rank gives
soldiers in the Army a good idea of who is responsible for what and who they
should look to for leadership.
During World War II, the U.S. Army created a new rank:
General of the Army. This rank was even higher than General.
The insignia for this rank consisted of five stars banded
together in the shape of a pentagon. The new rank was created
to ensure that American generals in command of Allied forces
would be of equal if not higher rank to their Allied
counterparts. Douglas MacArthur was one of the Generals elevated this new
rank. The U.S. Navy also created a five star rank: Fleet Admiral.

Thinking Further:


What is the purpose of military rank? Is this type of insignia an
effective way to identify rank?



Identify the rank indicated by the insignia in this collection.



The last officers to hold five star rank in the U.S. Army and Navy
served during and immediately after World War II. Why do you
think there are no Five Star Generals or Admirals today?

World War II Traveling Footlocker
Artifact Dossier
Artifact: Goggles
Country: German
DATE: 1940s
Description:
World War II was fought in Europe, Asia, the Middle East, and Africa. From the
hot, humid jungles of the Pacific to the bitter cold of the Russian winter,
soldiers on all sides of the conflict needed special equipment to help them do
their jobs.
For soldiers fighting in desert locations, the sun, heat, and sand could be a
major problem. As a result, soldiers fighting these places were issued lighter
weight uniforms. Some soldiers were also issued special goggles that could
both shield their eyes from the sun and also prevent sand from blowing in their
eyes.
From June 1940-May 1943, the North African Campaign was
fought in Egypt, Libya, Algeria, Morocco, and Tunisia. Across
mainly desert landscapes, Italian and German troops under the
command of Erwin Rommel fought against British and British
Commonwealth troops who were later aided by American troops.
Rommel, nicknamed the “Desert Fox,” was a skilled commander
when it came to desert warfare. Despite this skill however, the
North African Campaign ultimately ended in a victory for the
Allies. This victory paved the way for an Allied advance on Italy
and the liberation of Europe.
Erwin Rommel

Thinking Further:


How effective do you think these goggles were in terms of
protecting a soldier from harsh desert conditions?



What types of gear do you think soldiers fighting in cold areas
received?

World War II Traveling Footlocker
Artifact Dossier
Artifact: Dog Tags
Country: U.S.A
DATE: 1940s
Description:
Identification on the battlefield is always important – especially in the case of
injury or death. In 1906, the U. S. Army adopted the use of ID tags for soldiers.
Prior to this point, soldiers would simply purchase their own, unique metal ID
tags, or, would go into battle with a piece of paper identifying who they were
and who their next of kin was.
By World War II, the standard army ID tag
was rectangular with a small notch.
Soldiers would wear two tags. In the event
of injury or death, one could be removed,
and the other would stay on the body of the
soldier. Soldiers would wear these two tags
around their neck on a chain, and
eventually nicknamed the ID tags “Dog
Tags.”
Standard Dog Tags included the full name
of a soldier, his serial number, his next of
kin (mother, father, wife, etc) followed by
the address of his next of kin.

Thinking Further:


Why do you think the soldiers nicknamed their ID tags “Dog Tags?”



Some Dog Tags listed blood type and religion. Why do you think
that would be important information?



These Dog Tags are reproductions of Dog Tags worn by a soldier
named Audie Murphy. Who was Audie Murphy?

World War II Traveling Footlocker
Artifact Dossier
Artifact: Milk Bottle Cap
Country: U.S.A
DATE: 1940s
Description:
During World War II, Americans on the Homefront were asked to make daily
contributions to the war effort. Contributions involved buying war bonds to
help the government finance the war, serving in the military, working in
factories, growing food to feed soldiers and workers, and obeying rationing
rules. Posters, movies, magazines, and even bottles of milk, reinforced this
message to “play your part.”
To help support the war effort, like many industries, the dairy industry put
special advertising on milk bottles and milk bottle caps. These
advertisements featured “war slogans” such as “Buy War Bonds,” “Plant a
Victory Garden,” or “V for Victory.” Every time someone saw or opened one
of these bottles, they were reminded to
contribute to the war effort – and that their
contributions were paving the way for an Allied
victory.
At the time, many people had glass bottles of
milk delivered to their homes. On a weekly
basis they would return a set of used glass
bottles to the dairy in exchange for a new set of
bottles filled with milk. From 1941-1945, a
gallon of milk cost approximately 62¢.

Thinking Further:


What kind of patriotic images are featured on the milk cap?



What other industries do you think placed similar “war slogans” on
their products?



Do you think this type of advertising was successful? Do you see
examples of it in your daily life?

World War II Traveling Footlocker
Artifact Dossier
Artifact: M1941 “Jeep Cap”
Country: U.S.A
DATE: 1940s
Description:
In February 1942, the US Army issued the M1941 Jeep Cap. The knit
cap was made of yarn and it featured a short, baseball cap-like brim.
The cap was designed to be worn underneath the heavy steel combat
helmets. This provided more padding between the soldier’s head and the
steel helmet, and had the added benefit of keeping the soldier’s head
warm in cold weather
During the war, the M1941 was
nicknamed the "beanie" and also the "jeep
cap." The reasons for these nicknames
are unknown.
Officers were not issued the cap – only
enlisted personnel received the cap. Over
the course of the war, the cap became a
popular item among enlisted soldiers.
Many liked it because it was comfortable
and often wore it without the helmet.
Many officers disapproved of the cap as
“sloppy,” and it was eventually phased
out and replaced with a different cap.

Thinking Further:


What benefits did this hat offer soldiers in World War II?



Why do you think the cap was olive green and not another color?



Do people wear this type of hat today?

World War II Traveling Footlocker
Artifact Dossier
Artifact: WAC Insignia Pin
Country: U.S.A
DATE: 1940s
Description:
Eight months before the U.S. entered World War II, Congresswoman Edith
Nourse Rogers of Massachusetts, introduced a bill to establish a Women's
Army Auxiliary Corps (WAAC). A year later, with the U.S. involved in the
war, Congress approved the creation of the WAAC. Technically however,
women serving in the WAAC were not in the army. In 1943, President
Franklin Roosevelt signed a bill that enabled women to enlist and serve in
the Army of the United States. Following this, the WAAC replaced by the
Women's Army Corps (WAC).
Women serving in the WAC during World War II were
trained to be communication operators, mechanics,
bakers, postal clerks, drivers, and clerks. They were
also trained to repair weapons, but were not trained
in the use of these weapons.
About 150,000 American women eventually served
in the WAAC and WAC during World War II. Most
served in the United States, but some served
overseas. Throughout the war, leaders like General
Douglas MacArthur praised the WACs as excellent
soldiers – even though they were not in combat.

Thinking Further:


Women in the WAC would have worn insignia pins like this. The
pin depicts the ancient Greek goddess Athena. Athena represented
wisdom, skill and courage. Why do you think this image was
chosen for the WACs?



How do women’s jobs in the military today compare to women’s
jobs in the military during World War II?

World War II Traveling Footlocker
Artifact Dossier
Artifact: U.S. Navy Sailor Hat or “Donald Duck”
Country: U.S.A
DATE: 1940s
Description:
Commonly known as the "Donald Duck" hat (because the cartoon character
wore a similar hat), the U.S. Navy Sailor Hat was worn by enlisted personnel
from 1852-1962.
Made of dark blue wool and lined inside with a leather
sweat band, the hat also sported a black ribbon band.
During World War I, the name of the ship was
embroidered on the cap’s ribbon. During World
War II, however, the U.S. Navy stopped putting the
names of individual ships on caps because they didn’t
want to give the enemy this information. As a result,
during World War II the black ribbon was embroidered
with the generic “U.S. NAVY.”
The U.S. Navy grew in size during World War II. By war's end in 1945, the
United States Navy was operating 6,768 ships, including 28 aircraft carriers,
23 battleships, 71 escort carriers, 72 cruisers, over 288 submarines, 377
destroyers, and thousands of supply ships.

Thinking Further:


During World War II, millions of Americans enlisted in the Army,
Navy, the Marine Corps, and the Coast Guard (the other services
had air forces, but no U.S. Air Force existed yet). Which service
would you have enlisted in? Why?



Why do you think naval support and equipment was so important
during World War II?



What role did the U.S. Navy play in the Pacific Theatre?

World War II Traveling Footlocker
Artifact Dossier
Artifact: Parachutist Badge
Country: U.S.A
DATE: 1941-Present
Description:
The Parachutist Badge was designed in 1941 by an army officer named
William P. Yarborough. To be awarded this special badge, a candidate had to
complete a challenging course in parachuting. At the end of the course, the
candidate had to complete multiple successful parachute jumps. During
these tests, fear or refusal to jump out of the plane resulted in failing the
course.
Those who earned the badge became
paratroopers and earned extra money
each month. At a time when the
average salary in the United States was
a few thousand dollars a year, enlisted
paratroopers received $50 in regular
pay plus a $50 bonus each month.
This was at least double what other
enlisted soldiers made.
Paratroopers played important roles
throughout World War II – especially during the D-Day invasion in June
1944 and in operations in the Pacific Theater.

Thinking Further:


Describe the design of this badge. What symbols are featured?



Why do you think paratroopers made more money than other
soldiers?



In 1943 a paratrooper at the rank of private made $100 a month.
Using an online inflation calculator, how much is $100 in 1943
money worth in terms of today’s money? Are you surprised by the
number or disappointed?

World War II Traveling Footlocker
Artifact Dossier
Artifact: Jika-tabi Shoes
Country: Japan
DATE: 1941-1945
Description:
Jika-tabi or “Tabi” boots are a type of traditional Japanese footwear. They
were particularly popular in Japan during the 1920’s through World War II
with farmers, gardeners, laborers, and even martial artists.
The Japanese preferred these boots because of
their flexibility and their ability to grip the ground
in all types of weather. The split toe design
offered comfort and allowed people to wear split
toed “flip-flops” inside the boots.
During World War II, some Japanese soldiers
started wearing “Tabi” boots. The shoes were
particularly effective gear for the Japanese
soldiers fighting in tropical or jungle
environments. When the war ended with a
Japanese surrender in September 1945, Allied
forces under the command of General Douglas
MacArthur began the Occupation of Japan.
During this time, many types of traditional
western shoes entered the Japanese market.
Despite this competition however, today the “Tabi”
is again gaining in popularity.

Thinking Further:


Try on the “Tabi” shoes. Are they comfortable? How do they
compare to traditional American athletic shoes or combat boots?



Why would shoes like this be helpful in tropical places or in
jungles?

World War II Traveling Footlocker
Artifact Dossier
Artifact: Pre-WWII and WWII German Coins
Country: Germany
DATE: 1919-1922, 1941-1942
Description:
The Pfennig (pronounced “fe-nig”) is a German
coin very similar to an American penny.
Pfennig minted in Germany prior to the rise of
the Nazis often depicts a symbol known as the
Reichsadler. Reichsadler translates to “imperial
eagle” and was modeled after the Roman eagle used by ancient Roman
troops. After the Nazi’s came to power in the 1930s, they added their own
symbol, the swastika, to German coins.

Reichsadler

Nazi Reichsadler

Bundesadler

Symbols say a lot about the values and ambitions of a nation. Today,
Germany still uses an eagle as its national symbol, but the eagle is called
the Bundesadler or "Federal Eagle."

Thinking Further:


Compare the pre-WWII German coins to the WWII era German
coins. How are they similar? How are they different?



Do you think coins and paper money were an effective way for
governments to communicate values and national identity to
citizens? Are they an effective way to do this today?



Look at American coins. What do you think the symbols on these
coins mean?

World War II Traveling Footlocker
Artifact Dossier
Artifact: High School Yearbook
Country: USA
DATE: 1944
Description:
A yearbook is a type of a book
published annually by a school that commemorates
student life, activities, and accomplishments over the past
year.
Yearbooks were already very popular by World War II,
and during the war, virtually all American schools and
colleges published a yearbook. World War II era
yearbooks commonly featured military themes and
usually had a section acknowledging students who
were serving (or going to be serving) in the military.
Schools and colleges continue the practice of
publishing yearbooks today. Yearbooks usually display
photographs of each student, images of sports and
other recreational activities, as well as photographs of
teachers and special events.

Thinking Further:


Does your school publish a yearbook? How does your yearbook
compare to this World War II yearbook?



How did World War II impact this school? What signs or symbols
throughout the yearbook remind the reader of World War II?



Do the students and the activities shown in this yearbook in
remind you of your school? Are there differences?

World War II Traveling Footlocker
Artifact Dossier
Artifact: M-1936 Musette Bag
Country: USA
DATE: 1942
Description:
Troops in the field have to carry a considerable
amount of gear. This includes items like food,
blankets, first aid kits, and ammunition. During
World War II, soldiers and Marines used a
number of specially made packs to carry their
gear. Often, these troops carried a number of
specialized packs that were made to carry
specific items and distribute the weight of all
the gear evenly around the body.
The M-1936 Musette Bag was one of the more common
packs of World War II. The straps of the pack were
designed to allow it to be worn like a backpack, to be
carried like a purse, or to be attached to a belt or other
pack. The M-1936 was issued to officers, engineers,
paratroopers, female Marines, and medics. These bags
often carried personal items – such as soap, food, toilet
paper, razors, toothbrushes, pen and paper, sewing kits,
and things like gum or candy. The bag was fairly small,
so wearers had to think very carefully about what items
they wanted to carry in the bag.

Thinking Further:


Why do you think the military had to issue different types of bags
for different types of gear? Why do you think they issued official
bags for personal items?

